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Additional information can be found on http://www.haflingerhorse.com/inspection including:
• American Haflinger Registry Breeding Objectives - detailed color photos and guidelines for
evaluating modern Haflingers
• Ask the Inspectors - Q & A interview of AHR Senior C carded judges

Introduction to the AHR Inspection & Classification
For those of us who love horses, they are all pretty, but some are just prettier than others. Why? Because they are
balanced, have correct conformation and are breathtaking to watch when they move.
Haflingers originate from Europe, specifically Austria. Europe and Austria are well known for consistently breeding
excellent horses. How do they do it? Almost all breeds of horses in Europe are inspected and classified, including
Haflingers. Only those stallions and mares, which meet or exceed a strict “standard” are entered in the studbooks
and allowed to breed.
The American Haflinger Registry also has an inspection and classification program, similar to the ‘keuring’ inspection
programs used by many European horse breeds. Our program is voluntary and not required before the registered
American Haflinger produces offspring eligible for registration. However, the AHR Inspection & Classification (“I &
C”) program is a valuable tool for evaluating horses and making breeding decisions in the best interests of the
individual horse, and the breed.
How does the process work? Three specially trained, qualified Haflinger judges will carefully examine each horse.
The horse is evaluated against the Breed Standard as prescribed by the Breeding Objectives of the American
Haflinger Registry.
• TO JUDGE THE BODY AND LEGS – The handler will stand the horse in front of the 3 judges so they can judge
the horse’s type, head, neck, forehand, mid-section, hindquarters and legs.
• TO JUDGE WALK AND LEGS – The handler will be asked to walk the horse on a 15-meter triangle to judge
legs, correctness of movement, and extension at the walk. The handler will first walk away from the judges,
then along the far, backside of the triangle, opposite the judges, then back toward the judges, standing at
the apex of the triangle.
• TO JUDGE LEGS AND TROT – Next, the handler will be asked to trot the horse on a 30-meter triangle so the
judges can see legs, correctness of movement, and extension at the trot. First, away from the judges, then
along the far, backside of the triangle, opposite the judges, then back toward the judges, standing at the
apex of the triangle.
• TO JUDGE OVERALL MOVEMENT – The horse will be allowed to free school in the arena to allow the judges
to see its movement, unencumbered by handler, halter or lead rope. The judges are specifically looking for
how the horse expresses itself in trot and canter.
FOR MORE INFORMATION and WRITTEN MATERIALS, CONTACT: classification@haflingerhorse.com

Dimensions/Setup of Inspection Triangle
Trot
20-30 meters
total length on
all three sides

Walk

Judges
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AHR Inspection and Classification Preparation Handbook
Purpose:
The goal of this handbook is to insure the most productive and satisfying experience with the American Haflinger
Registry’s Inspection and Classification (AHR I&C) process for everyone involved. This handbook outlines a variety of
topics including horse preparation, policies and breed standards, expectations, communication, participant and site
coordinator roles and judge’s qualifications.
Additional information and complete program documentation can be found on the AHR’s website,
www.haflingerhorse.com. Once on the website, click on the “Programs” tab. There you will find the links to both
“Inspection & Classification” and “Judges” pages. These pages will provide you with further details about both
topics.
From the Inspection & Classification page you can view various spreadsheets with prior years’ inspection data, this
preparation handbook, the registration form, the policies and procedures document, a sample scorecard and the
breeding objectives document. The event day procedure can also be accessed with a list of what to expect the day
of the actual inspection.
From the Judges page you can view or download current accreditation rules and the application forms regarding
certification to be a judge. Additionally, clicking on the “Current AHR Judges” icon will open the list of AHR carded
judges.
For AHR members without internet access, please feel free to contact the AHR office directly to request a hard copy
of any of the documents described above.

Introduction:
Congratulations on making the decision to bring your Haflinger forward for inspection! Making that decision may
well seem like the easy part once you begin to think about actually preparing for and participating in an inspection
with your horse. The AHR is aware of that and this I&C handbook was written for the purpose of providing answers
to some of the most commonly asked questions about the program.
The AHR’s program was developed to offer the inspection and classification of Haflingers in North Am erica at their
owner’s request. The horses are scored according to the Breeding Objectives of the American Haflinger Registry,
which were developed in accordance with the Breeding Objectives of the World Haflinger Federation.
Having your Haflinger inspected & classified provides you and breeders all over North America with invaluable
information about heritable traits and conformational characteristics of the Haflinger. Serious, dedicated breeders
utilize this vital information to make intelligent decisions to continually improve the Haflinger horse.
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Preparing your horse for Inspection:
Properly preparing a horse for inspection takes time and proper planning. The preparation process must take into
consideration the realistic amount of time – generally several weeks to months – required for your horse to achieve
the optimum conditioning and fitness for what could very well be one of the most important days of its equine life.
Having your horse in excellent physical condition will give you r horse every possible opportunity to earn points.
People unfamiliar with the inspection program often argue that bone structure is bone structure and therefore
conditioning should not have any effect on scores. This is not a realistic statement however, as there are
components of the horse that are very much affected by the level of muscular conditioning. For example, it is often
seen that a horse carrying too much weight does so in the places you would least like it, such as the neck and
shoulder. Thus a horse that might actually have a well-defined wither gives the illusion of no withers at all. Or a
horse that may actually have a shapely, lean neck with a good connection and taper to the throatlatch might have
the illusion of a heavy, crested neck with little taper. A horse that is too heavy will also have a very difficult time
showing its true athleticism and movement. Any kind of athlete, human or equine, must be at their ideal level of
conditioning and weight in order to perform at the highest level of their ability.
The amount of time needed for conditioning and the proper diet required are case specific since each individual
horse will be at different fitness levels when they start their program. A program that promotes muscle tone and
freedom of movement is recommended. It is extremely important to remember that good health starts from the
inside. Your horse’s nutritional program is as vital to their success as the training and conditioning program you
implement.
The horse’s feet should be well cared for and trimmed with a balanced, proper angle for the individual. If your
surface ground does not enable your horse to keep a sound, even foot while unshod, then light hunter or polo
plates are the next best thing to a natural foot. For inspection purposes though, no heavy shoes or artificial building
of the hooves is permitted. Regular farrier care is a must and is a staple of any healthy horse; remember “no foot no
horse.”
It is recommended that excessively long facial hair, whiskers and long ear hair be trimmed. In addition, the feathers
and long leg hair at the back of the legs and fetlocks should be clipped. Manes and tails should be well groomed and
left in a natural length, unbraided. These simple grooming touches performed just prior to the inspection will
benefit your horse’s overall impression.

AHR Breed Standards, Policies and Procedures:
The Haflinger breed is well known for its unique external appearance that is a combination of color, markings and
size. A desirable type appearance is one of elegance and harmony. To this type belongs a lean and expressive head
with large eyes, well-formed neck and supple mid-section, a good croup not too divided and not too short, a distinct
musculature as well as correct, defined limbs with good joints.
Stallions and mares for breeding should have clearly defined masculine or feminine features. A harmo nious body
structure that is suitable for an all-round pleasure horse is desired. The Haflinger horse has a strong character, a
good-nature, and is eager, willing and able to perform in a wide variety of events.
The AHR uses a 100-point scoring system that is similar to the World Haflinger Federation’s inspection point system.
The 100-point system is used by several other breeds of horses as well. The points are broken down into 10 specific
categories with each category having a potential score of 10 points. While the categories are listed and scored
individually, there is often a relationship between the categories and how the horse appears and performs overall.
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The ten categories scored are: Type, Head, Neck, Forehand, Midsection, Hindquarters, Fron t Legs, Hind legs,
Correctness of Movement and Overall Movement. Each judge marks their own worksheet with what they believe to
be the correct mark. The final mark, however, is the consensus of the three judges following their discussion.
Unlike other inspection programs, the AHR I&C committee has developed an extremely unique scorecard. The
design of the card includes places after each of the ten categories for the judges to indicate both positive and
negative details of that particular area. This allows the horse owners to have documentation of specific information
about each of the 10 categories being reviewed by the judges during the inspection.
At the end of each horse’s inspection, the owner will be told the horse’s score. At this time, the judges will
communicate privately to the owner the scores on each of the ten sections and give comments. This is an
educational step for the owner’s benefit.
Mature horses (two and over) are awarded ribbons according to their scores: A gold ribbon is a warded to horses
scoring 81 points or above (this is very rare, only 3-4% of Haflingers achieve the “Gold” status), a silver ribbon is
awarded to horses scoring 75-80 points, a purple ribbon is given to horses scoring 71-74 points and a white ribbon is
given to horses scoring 69 or 70 points. Mares scoring 68 points or less are not recommended for breeding. Stallions
scoring 74 points or less are not recommended for breeding.
Due to potential differences in rate of maturity, all horses aged two through five years old may be presented for reinspection multiple times, at any time up to and including during his/her five-year-old year. At age 6 and over, as a
mature horse, the horse is eligible for re-inspection ONCE ONLY through the appeals process. The appeal must be
made in writing to the inspection committee. If the appeal is accepted, the horse may be re-inspected ONCE ONLY at
an inspection where at least one of the judges was not present at the horse's original inspection.
Two scores (classification & offspring) are required to complete a stallion’s classification record as both “Inspected”
and “Proven”. For a Stallion to achieve Proven status, his offspring must be presented. Stallions without the second
score for offspring will be considered “Unproven”.
Inspected stallions and mares may also be awarded distinct honors based on their progeny. “Star”, “Elite” or
“Supreme” status awards are achieved in direct recognition of the scores of their offspring at AHR inspections.
Each award category requires a different number and combination of offspring scores to be achieved. A list of Star,
Elite and Supreme status horses is published on the AHR website Inspection & Classification page.

Inspection Day:
Prior to arriving for an inspection with your horse, be sure you have the following items with you:
•
Negative Coggins and Health Papers (if required and not previously submitted)
•
Stall fee payment (if required and not previously paid)
•
Presentation halter or bridle
•
Grooming supplies
•
Hay, grain, water bucket
•
Proper handler attire - blue jeans are not permitted and there may not be identification of the farm,
owner, trainer or horse on the handler’s clothing or the horse’s equipment.
o Some inspections may offer the option of a paid handler; this is usually arranged in advance
Upon arrival at the site, and before unloading, locate the site coordinator (or check -in volunteer) and find out where
you are stabling. At check in you will need to pay your stall fee and if necessary, provide additional application
information. Such application information may include: how many foals has your mare had, how many months
pregnant the mare is now, is your horse shod, and will you do the free school first or last? You should determine
what time the measurements will start and where your horse is located in the order of go for both the measurement
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and inspection phases. You will receive two bridle numbers for each horse at check-in, one for each side of your
horse’s halter or bridle. These numbers must be worn for both measu rements and inspection.
At measurements, have your horse properly groomed and ready. Remember, you only have one chance to make a
good first impression! Your horse should be trained to stand still while being measured, including stick measured at
the withers and croup and tape measured for circumference of the girth and cannon bone. The mouth will be
checked for proper bite and hair will also be pulled for a DNA sample at this time.
At some point prior to the actual inspections starting, the judges or site coordinator will give a brief talk about the
inspection procedure. Exhibitors will be permitted to walk the triangle and examine the arena where the horses will
be inspected. This is your opportunity to ask questions so feel free to ask any you may have at this time. However,
once the inspection starts, exhibitors will not be permitted to approach or converse with judges until they have
been handed their completed scorecard.
When presenting your horse in-hand for inspection, set the horse up along the ground pole in front of the judges.
The pole should be between the horse and the judges. Turn the horse so that the mane is on the side opposite the
judges. This will allow them to see the shape and length of the neck. The judges will be examin ing the overall
conformation and balance, angles, etc., at this time, so make sure the horse is set up properly.
Next, you will be asked to walk your horse on the small triangle. As the horse walks away and towards the judges,
they will observe correctness and tracking patterns. Across the back of the triangle they will be looking at
impulsion, engagement and elasticity. Your horse needs to be relaxed to show the best walk. It is important for the
horse’s head to point straight ahead. If you pull or push the horse’s head to the side it can make correct movement
difficult, if not impossible.
Once you have completed the walk, you will be asked to have the horse trot the large triangle. Going away and
towards the judges, you will again want to keep the horse moving straight. Across the back of the triangle the
judges will be looking for engagement and impulsion from behind.
During the free school portion of the inspection you will be asked to turn the horse loose in the arena. The judges
will be evaluating the horse’s natural way of moving, expression, presence, and the quality of the trot and canter at
liberty.
The judges will mark their individual worksheets during both the in hand and at liberty presentation of your horse.
The final score will be the consensus of the three judges following a private discussion amongst them. Once the
score has been determined, you will receive a copy of the scorecard. The judges will communicate privately to the
owner the scores on each of the ten sections and give comments.
The discussion held with the horse’s owner immediately following the scoring is a courtesy to help explain the
scorecard documentation and is done for the owner’s benefit. However, owners must remember that the judge’s
decisions are final, and that no arguing or questioning of any decision will be tolerated. Limited questions from the
owner will be permitted only for the sake of clarification, however in the interest of time, no two -way discussions
will be permitted. The judges will also ask for permission to announce the horses score to the audience.
After all of the horses at the site have been inspected, horses scoring 75 points or better will be encouraged to
return to the arena for the final parade and line-up according to score. This is a very educational part of the day and
well worth staying for. The judges line the horses up in a final order as they parade and will point out some of the
things that they liked best about them.
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AHR Inspection & Classification Judges:
In order for a judge to be eligible to classify horses at an AHR inspection they must obtain an AHR Senior C
(classification) card status. The AHR I&C and AHR Judges committees work together in the certification process that
is required for a judge to obtain his or her Senior C card status. The additional requirements for an AHR Senior judge
to obtain a Senior C card (which can be found in detail on the AHR website) are extensive and time consuming.
Additionally, once the Senior C card is obtained, the judges must complete annual Senior C card maintenance
requirements. All expenses associated with obtaining and maintaining the Senior C card are at the expense of the
person desiring the card.
The current AHR Senior C carded judges have broad and diverse equine backgrounds. They have collectively spent a
substantial amount of time in Austria (at their own expense) both participating in and observing the Haflinger
inspections, visiting the Fohlenhof to view the breeding stock and traveling to numerous other Haflinger breeding
farms in Austria and neighboring European countries. The judges have all either classified or stood in on the
classification of hundreds of Haflingers. They have a combined total of over one hundred years ’ experience in
breeding, showing and classifying quality Haflingers. Additionally, each of these individuals has also bred, raised, and
presented a highly classified animal and/or an AHR National Show Champion horse or horses.
Years of personal dedication to both the Haflinger breed and the classification program is what keeps the judges
returning each year. As the AHR Senior C carded judges have accumulated more time and expertise, the intent has
been to migrate away from the additional expense, language barriers and scheduling constraints associated with
using judges from foreign countries. The inspection judges are aware of the voluntary nature of the AHR inspection
program. Both its success and continuation depend upon the acceptance and value it provides to the horse owners.

Inspection Site Coordinator’s Role:
The AHR inspections would not be possible but for the generous donations and personal commitments made by the
volunteer site coordinators. The inspection site coordinator has responsibility for site procurement, stabling,
recruitment and oversight of volunteer workers, food availability, event photographer, site materials, paper work,
and a variety of other associated duties that arise. As such they are the “go to” person for information abou t times,
accommodations, fees, or any information in general about the proceedings at a particular site.
On the day of inspection, the site coordinator must manage volunteers and workers to ensure the efficient flow of
the inspection event. They are also the liaison between inspection participants and the judges. Any additional
information about the horse such as health issues, injuries, etc. should be submitted in writing to the site
coordinator prior to the inspection. The site coordinator will then ensure that the information is received by the
judges. And last, but not least, any concerns regarding the inspection process shall be submitted in writing to the
inspection site coordinator within 30 days following the inspection. The site coordinator will then submit the
complaint directly to the I&C committee.
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Acknowledgment and Confirmation:
In an attempt to ensure that all AHR Inspection & Classification participants are familiar with the I&C program,
acknowledgment of reading this “American Haflinger Registry Inspection and Classification Preparation Handbook”
is a prerequisite of having your horse inspected.
I (we), the undersigned, confirm that I (we) have read the information in the above handbook and agree to abide by
the current policies governing the AHR Inspection & Classification process.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Owner(s) name(s) - please print clearly here

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Owner(s) signature and date

Please submit this page with your Inspection & Classification Application (page 10)
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AHR Inspection & Classification Event Day Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Check-in, get your bridle number.
Measure horses, pull DNA testing hair sample.
Check with your site coordinator regarding photos. Some sites may take photos as the horse is being show n
on the Triangle. Others may have an alternate photo spot.
When it is your turn for inspection, stand the horse up at the designated spot so the judges can evaluate the
conformation.
When instructed by the judge, walk the horse on the small triangle, keeping the horse straight and marching.
At the point of origin begin the larger triangle by trotting the horse up the left side, keeping the horse
straight.
Extend the trot the length of the long side.
Trot the horse straight back to the point of origin along the right side of the triangle.
When instructed by the judge, turn the horse loose for free schooling (no halter or bridle). The judges will
want to see the horse at liberty in a trot and canter. Free schooling can also be done first, prior to the work
on the triangle, if that is your preference.
When instructed by the judge, catch the horse and return to the area of the triangle. Remember that during
the judges’ deliberation, they may take another look at your horse so keep that in mind as you are waiting.
One of the judges will then give you a copy of the scorecard, a ribbon, and verbal comments. You will be
asked if it is okay to announce the score to the audience. When finished, return to your stall or trailer.

After all horses are inspected, the silver & gold classified horses will be invited back into the ring in order to see the
highest scoring horses all together in the ring. All owners are encouraged to stay for that presentation.
*Some details may change; please check with your I&C Site Coordinator for any updates.

Dimensions/Setup of Inspection Triangle
Trot

20-30 meters
total length on
all three sides

Walk

Judges
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American Haflinger Registry
PO Box 124, Fredericktown, OH 43019
Ph: 330-784-0000
General AHR Office E-mail:
secretary@haflingerhorse.com

2022 INSPECTION & CLASSIFICATION APPLICATION
Please fill out ONE Application form per horse (make copies as needed).
Horse’s Name ___________________________________________________________

Reg. # ______________

Current Owner __________________________________________________________________________________
Farm Name _____________________________________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________________________________
Phone ________________________________

State _________

Zip _______________

Email ________________________________________________

Stallion Only: To be presented with offspring? ❑ Yes ❑ No
ALL OF THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS MUST BE SENT WITH THIS APPLICATION
1.
Photocopy of AHR registration pedigree (both front and back) showing reg. number, date of birth, sex, sire,
dam, breeder, breeder’s town & country, and current owner information.
2.
Photocopy of DNA certificate
3.
FULL PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY APPLICATION
A.
Fee for Haflingers 2 years and older: $200 if received on or before August 27, 2022; $225 after August 27.
B.
Fee for Informal Evaluation of Haflinger yearlings and weanlings: $100.
C.
Make all checks payable to “American Haflinger Registry” or “AHR”
4.
Signed “Acknowledgment and Confirmation” from the American Haflinger Registry Handbook and Application
Packet (page #8), available for download at http://haflingerhorse.com/inspection

AHR INSPECTION & CLASSIFICATION LOCATION FOR 2022
Date
Sept 23

Location
Hendershot Haflingers, Cameron Mills NY

Site Coordinator
Chuck Hendershot

Application Deadline
August 27, 2022

YOU MUST BE A CURRENT AHR MEMBER TO PARTICIPATE
Return all application forms, documents, and payments (in US funds) to
Kathie Hanson, 2749 Vermilion Drive, Cook MN 55723
Questions? Email classification@haflingerhorse.com or call
Kathie Hanson (218) 780-2902 or Erwin Slabaugh (440) 487-7940
Negative coggins within 1 year required for all horses; health papers within 30 days for all out of state horses.
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